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[i]   El Nino Modoki is a variant of El Nino characterized by warming around the dateline 
flanked by anomalous cooling in the east and west. However, the opposite phase (La Nina 
Modoki) has received little attention because the prominent cooling of sea surface 
temperature (SST) during major La Nina events is observed in the central Pacific, and thus, 
it is difficult to define the two different types of cold events from the SST anomaly pattern. 
Here we demonstrate that cold events in 2000 and 2008 can be clearly distinguished from 
traditional La Nina events using surface currents derived from satellite observations. 
During 2000 and 2008, anomalous zonal currents in the equatorial Pacific demonstrate 
divergence, with westward currents west of the dateline and eastward currents east of it. 
These currents are opposite to the circulation pattern during the 2004 El Nino Modoki 
event. An empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of surface currents for the period 
1993-2009 shows a circulation anomaly pattern similar to that in 2000, 2004, and 2008 in 
the second EOF. The first EOF is consistent with traditional El Nino/La Nina events and 
does not exhibit a current reversal along the equator. Our results also indicate that strong 
cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation anomalies occur in the tropical western Pacific around 
5°N-15°N during the 2004 (2000 and 2008) El Nino (La Nina) Modoki events and 
during the strong traditional El Nino (La Nina) events of 1997 (1998). These circulation 
anomalies are related to an SST gradient in the western and central Pacific. 

Citation:   Shinoda, T., H. E. Hurlburt, and E. J. Metzger (2011), Anomalous tropical ocean circulation associated with La Nifia 
Modoki,/ Geophys. Res., 116, C12001, doi: 10.1029/2011JC007304. 

1.   Introduction 

[2] El Nino [e.g., Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982; 
Philander, 1983], which is characterized by unusually warm 
temperature in the eastern Pacific Ocean, impacts climatic 
conditions in many regions of the globe [e.g., Horel and 
Wallace, 1981; Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987; Alexander 
et al, 2002]. In recent years, the patterns of sea surface 
temperature (SST) warming in the tropical Pacific associated 
with El Nino seem to be changing [Ashok et al., 2007]. 
Since the 1970s, there have been some warm events in the 
Pacific Ocean where the maximum SST anomaly is located 
in the central Pacific and is flanked by anomalous cold SSTs 
at the western and eastern ends of the equatorial Pacific. 
Recent studies have classified the warm events with the 
alternative SST anomaly pattern as a new type of El Nino, 
named El Nino Modoki [Ashok et al., 2007], a pattern which 
has different impacts on global climate through tele- 
connection [e.g., Ashok et al., 2007; Trenberth and 
Stepaniak, 2001; Kumar et al., 2006; Wang and Hendon, 
2007; Weng et al, 2009]. Other names, such as Dateline 
El Nino [Larkin and Harrison, 2005], Central Pacific El 
Nino [Kao and Yu, 2009], and Warm Pool El Nino [Kug et al., 
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2009] have been used for this phenomenon with slightly 
different viewpoints. The recent increased occurrence of El 
Nino Modoki events could possibly be attributed to changes 
in the zonal slope of the equatorial thermocline caused by 
global warming since the late 1970s [Ashok et al., 2007; Yeh 
et al., 2009]. 

[3] The opposite [La Nina; Philander, 1985] phase of 
El Nino, which is characterized by cold SST anomalies in 
the equatorial Pacific, also affects tropical and extratropical 
climate variability, including shifts in tropical rainfall and 
wind patterns at middle and high latitudes [e.g., Hoerling 
et al, 1997]. However, the changes in characteristics of 
La Nina have not been emphasized because the SST 
anomaly pattern during cold events in recent years is not 
distinctly different from the "canonical" La Nifia events. 

[4] The difference in SST anomaly pattern between 
El Nino-Southem Oscillation (ENSO) cold and warm 
events is documented in previous studies [e.g., Larkin and 
Harrison, 2002; McPhaden and Zhang, 2009]. This differ- 
ence is clearly shown in composite SST anomalies from the 
last 29 years based on the frequently used ENSO index 
(Nino3.4 SST; Figure 1). Large warm anomalies comparable 
to those at the eastern edge of the Nino3.4 region (120°W) 
are found near the eastern boundary in the El Nino com- 
posite (Figure la), while strong cold anomalies in the 
western Pacific extend nearly to 160°E in the La Nina 
composite (Figure lb). This remarkable difference in SST 
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Figure 1. Composite SST anomalies for (a) El Nino and (b) La Nina. The periods of El Nino (La Nina) 
are defined as the months when the positive (negative) SST anomaly in the Nifio3.4 area (170°W-120°W, 
5°N-5°S) exceeds one standard deviation, (c) Time series of monthly Niiio3.4 SST anomaly. The hori- 
zontal lines indicate one standard deviation. 

anomaly pattern between cold and warm events is also 
clearly evident in individual major El Nino and La Nina 
events. For example, during one of the strongest La Nina 
events in 1988, the coldest SST anomaly was located around 
130°W-120°W and significant SST anomalies extended as 
far west as 160°E in the western Pacific (Figure 2a). This 
SST anomaly pattern is completely different from that dur- 
ing the two strongest El Nino events in 1982-1983 and 
1997-1998, where the maximum SST anomaly is observed 
near the eastern boundary (Figures 2c and 2d). The large 
cold SST anomalies during another strong La Nina event in 
1998-1999 were located around 140°W, and comparable 
SST anomalies were found in the central Pacific near the 
dateline (Figure 2b). While this anomaly pattern is some- 

what different from that of the 1988-1989 La Nina event, it 
is not at all similar to the major El Nino events in 1997- 
1998 and 1982-1983. Because of this asymmetry in the SST 
anomaly pattern between the warm and cold events, it is 
difficult to clearly distinguish the two types of La Nina from 
the spatial pattern of SST. In fact, indices for both El Nino 
(Nino3.4 SST) and El Nino Modoki (ENSO Modoki index 
(EMI)) are much lower than average during these La Nina 
events in 1988 and 1998 [Ashok et ai, 2007]. Also, the SST 
anomalies near the dateline are very strong during these La 
Nina years, while they are nearly normal during the strong 
El Nino years in 1982 and 1997. 

[5] In this study, we analyzed a variety of data from sat- 
ellite observations to identify distinct spatial patterns of 
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Figure 2.   SST anomalies of ENSO over the period (a) April 1988 to March 1989, (b) May 1998 to April 
1999, (c) May 1997 to April 1998, and (d) September 1982 to August 1983. 

oceanic and atmospheric variability associated with ENSO 
in recent years. In particular, its spatial structure during 
ENSO cold events is emphasized by describing the inter- 
annual variation of anomalous surface currents in the tro- 
pics. We demonstrate that La Nina Modoki events can be 
clearly identified by the spatial pattern of surface currents 
based on these analyses. Also, anomalous circulations in the 
western Pacific near the coast of the Philippines associated 
with La Nina Modoki are discussed by comparing them with 
the surface winds and SST in the tropical Pacific. 

2.    Data 
[6] We use six primary data sets in this study. Near-surface 

velocity data, derived from the Ocean Surface Current 
Analysis-Real time (OSCAR) project [Lagerloef et al., 
1999], are used to describe the spatial pattern of surface 
currents during El Nino and La Nina events. The OSCAR 

velocities are estimated using sea surface height (SSH) data 
from satellite altimeter measurements, surface wind stress, 
and drifter data, and they are presented in the form of 5 day 
average near-surface velocity fields on a 1° x 1° grid over the 
period January 1993 to July 2010. Interannual variations in 
SSH are identified using monthly muitisatellite analyses of 
SSH anomalies over the period December 1992 to May 
2009. These analyses are obtained from Archiving, Valida- 
tion, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) 
data. The SST anomalies associated with ENSO are 
described using the SST data from the Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission Microwave Imager (TMI) for the period 
January 2002 to December 2008. The 3 day average TMI 
SST data were originally gridded at 0.25° x 0.25°, but we 
averaged the data onto a 1° x 1° grid. Also, monthly SST 
data from the blended product of satellite/in situ observations 
[Reynolds et al., 2002] are used to cover the period for which 
the TMI SST data are not available. The data were analyzed 
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Figure 3.   Time series of monthly zonal velocity on the equator at (a) 110°W, (b) 140°W, (c) 165°E, and 
(d) 156°E from OSCAR data (black lines) and from TAO moorings at 10 m (green lines). 

over the 29 year period (December 1981 to December 2010) 
using 1 ° resolution. The anomalous surface winds associated 
with El Nino and La Nina are defined using 3 day average 
analyses of surface winds derived from the Quick Scatte- 
rometer (QSCAT; January 2000 to October 2009) [Tang and 
Liu, 1996]. Surface wind stress data from the National 
Centers for Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy 

reanalysis [Kanamitsu et al, 2002] are also used to describe 
the variation of the zonal wind stress associated with El Nino 
and La Nina. 

[7] Since the OSCAR velocities are not derived from 
direct current measurements at each grid point, it is necessary 
to validate them by comparison with existing direct mea- 
surements, especially near the equator, where geostrophic 
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Figure 4.   Average surface current (arrows) and SSH (color) anomalies during (a) 2004, (b) 2008, 
(c) 1997, and (d) 1998. The average period in Figures 4a-4d is the entire calendar year for each year. 
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Figure 5. (top) First and (middle) second surface current eigenvectors for the domain (20°N-20°S, 
120°E-70°W). The eigenvectors have been scaled for a one standard deviation anomaly of each principal 
component, (bottom) Time series of first and second principal components. The two leading EOFs capture 
24.6% and 6.8% of the total variance, respectively. 

balance does not necessarily hold. Previous studies have 
demonstrated that the zonal velocity from OSCAR near the 
equator agrees well with that from Tropical Ocean-Global 
Atmosphere Tropical Atmosphere-Ocean (TAO) buoys 
[McPhaden, 1995) on various time scales, including annual, 
interannual [Bonjean and Lagerloef, 2002], and subseasonal 
[Shinoda et ah, 2009]. Here we compare OSCAR zonal 

velocities with the TAO data in the western and eastern 
Pacific during recent years. Figure 3 shows the surface zonal 
velocity from OSCAR and the zonal velocity at 10 m depth 
from four of the TAO moorings located on the equator. 
These comparisons of monthly mean time series show very 
good agreement in both the western and the eastern Pacific 
(correlation coefficient r = 0.90 at 110°W, r = 0.85 at 140°W, 
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Figure 6. Longitude-time diagrams of monthly mean (left) SST, (middle) zonal wind stress, and (right) 
zonal current anomalies averaged over 2°N-2 S during (top) September 1999 to October 2000 and 
(bottom) September 2007 to October 2008. Anomalies are calculated by subtracting the annual cycle 
(first three harmonics of the seasonal cycle) for the period 1982-2010 (SST), 1979-2010 (wind stress), 
and 1993-2009 (zonal current). 

r = 0.94 at 165°E, and r = 0.93 at 156°E). Therefore, we 
conclude that OSCAR velocity data are suitable for exam- 
ining interannual variations of surface currents in the tropics, 
including their spatial patterns during El Nino and La Nina 
events. 

[8] It should be noted that a recent study shows significant 
errors in OSCAR meridional velocities near the equator 
[Johnson et al, 2007]. However, the surface current 
anomalies near the equator associated with El Nino and La 
Nina are  predominantly  zonal,  and  thus,   the  error in 
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Figure 7.   Same as Figure 4 except for the period (top) January-August 2000 and (bottom) January- 
August 2008. 

meridional  velocity  should  not  significantly  impact the 
results of analyses discussed in this study. 

3.    Results 

[9] During the 2004 El Nino Modoki event, strong 
anomalous surface currents associated with SSH anomalies 
in the tropical ocean were observed (Figure 4). The surface 
current anomalies in the equatorial Pacific show conver- 
gence, with eastward currents west of the dateline and 
westward currents east of it. In the western Pacific around 
5°N-15°N, an anomalous cyclonic circulation associated 
with a negative SSH anomaly is observed. The anomalous 
circulation pattern during 2008 is nearly the opposite of 
2004 in that the equatorial currents show divergence, and 
an anomalous anticyclonic circulation is found in the 
western Pacific north of the equator (Figure 4b, see also 
Figure 6). These equatorial circulation patterns during 2004 
and 2008 are clearly different from those observed during 
the strong El Nino event in 1997 and the subsequent La 
Nina event in 1998 (Figures 4c and 4d). The anomalous 
currents are eastward (westward) in the entire equatorial 
Pacific during 1997 (1998). 

[10] Spatial patterns of anomalous currents, similar to 
those in ENSO and ENSO Modoki years as shown in 

Figure 4, are found in the first two empirical orthogonal 
functions (EOFs) of the surface currents (Figure 5). The 
first EOF depicts an equatorial current anomaly that is quite 
uniform across the entire Pacific, whereas the second EOF 
depicts a region of convergence (divergence) in the equa- 
torial zonal current anomaly just east of the dateline. 

[11] During 2000 and 2008, the principal component of 
the second EOF (PC-2) is much lower than average, while 
that of the first EOF (PC-1) is near normal. The contrast 
between the two PCs is particularly large in 2008. The 
evolution of SST, zonal wind stress, and zonal current 
anomalies near the equator (2°N-2°S) during these years 
(Figure 6) demonstrate similar evolution during each event. 
The coldest SST anomalies near the equator are found east 
of 140°W in late 1999 and 2007. These cold anomalies 
propagate westward and are flanked by warm anomalies 
during northern spring and summer of 2000 and 2008. 
During each year, divergence of the zonal wind is observed. 
Strong anomalous eastward currents associated with these 
SST and wind anomalies are generated during January- 
August. The spatial structure of the mean surface currents 
during these periods shows more prominent divergence of 
equatorial zonal currents near the dateline (Figure 7). These 
analyses provide a basis for classifying 2000 and 2008 as 
periods with La Nina Modoki events that are the counterpart 
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Figure 8.   Same as Figure 6 except for the period September 1996 to July 1999. 

of El Nino Modoki events, such as that occurred in 2004. 
A similar pattern of surface currents occurred during early 
1999, but the current anomalies were weaker and the event 
lasted for a shorter period (~5 months). 

[n] To compare the evolution of La Nina Modoki with 
that of traditional La Nina and El Nino, variations of SST, 
zonal wind stress, and zonal current near the equator during 
the 1997 El Nino and subsequent 1998 La Nina are exam- 
ined (Figure 8). The onset of 1998 La Nina and the termi- 
nation of 1997 El Nino occur during May 1998, as evident 
in the sudden change of SST anomalies during this period. 
However, the quick reversal of zonal current anomalies in 
the entire equatorial Pacific is observed in December 1997, 
which is 5 months before the onset of La Nina based on the 
SST anomaly. The westward current anomalies prevail 
throughout the calendar year although occasional short 

periods of eastward current anomalies are found in the 
eastern Pacific during the first half of 1998 [Picaut et al, 
2002]. However, the zonal extent of these anomalous 
eastward currents is much smaller than those associated 
with La Nina Modoki. This short time scale variability may 
be caused by intraseasonal variations in surface winds, 
associated with the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) 
[Madden and Julian, 1971], observed during this period 
[Takayabu et al, 1999]. 

[n] A reversal of zonal currents, similar to that in 
December 1997, is also evident before the onset of the 1997 
El Nino. On the basis of the evolution of SST anomalies, the 
onset occurs around May 1997. However, the quick reversal 
of zonal currents across the entire equatorial Pacific is found 
in December 1996, and anomalous eastward currents are 
observed throughout 1997. These variations in equatorial 
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Figure 9. (top) First eigenvector of surface zonal wind stress (N m-2) averaged over 2°N-2°S for the 
domain 150°E-80°W. The eigenvector has been scaled for a one standard deviation anomaly of the prin- 
cipal component. The leading EOF captures 55.6% of the total variance, (bottom) Time series of the first 
principal component. A 1-2-1 smoothing was applied to the monthly time series. 

zonal current suggest that real-time monitoring of the spatial 
pattern of velocity fields may help predict the onset, 
development, and termination of ENSO warm and cold 
events. 

[14] The 1998 La Nina event is followed by a weak La 
Nina Modoki event in 1999, which is shown in the time 
series of PC-1 and PC-2 (Figure 3). The divergent pattern of 
zonal currents is generated in January 1999 (Figure 8). Prior 
to the change of the current pattern, a strong divergence of 
zonal winds develops during late 1998 to early 1999 (Figure 8). 
The strong easterly anomalies centered at around 160°E- 
180°E are associated with weaker westerly anomalies in the 
eastern Pacific at around 160°W-120°W. This wind pattern 
is quite similar to that during 2000 and 2008 (Figure 6). The 
distinct difference in zonal wind pattern between 1998 La 
Nina and 1999 La Nina Modoki events suggests that the 
divergent pattern of zonal currents during the La Nina 
Modoki events are generated by equatorial zonal winds with 
a strong basin-scale divergence in the Pacific. 

[15] The strong divergence of zonal wind anomaly during 
La Nina Modoki events is further demonstrated by the EOF 
analysis of surface zonal wind stress near the equator 
(Figure 9). The spatial pattern of the first EOF, which shows 

convergence/divergence, is quite similar to the zonal wind 
stress pattern observed prior to and during La Nina Modoki 
(Figures 6, 8, and 9). The time series of PC-1 indicate that 
the divergence of zonal winds is exceptionally strong during 
early 1999, 2000, and 2008, which is followed by the 
divergent zonal current pattern. This suggests that the 
anomalous zonal current pattern is directly driven by 
equatorial winds during La Nina Modoki events. However, 
the equatorial current pattern during the 1998 La Nina event, 
which is westward throughout the entire basin, cannot be 
explained as a simple linear response to local winds during 
this period. A variety of other processes could be involved 
in generating upper ocean variability associated with tradi- 
tional La Nina, and thus, the effect of the surface wind 
forcing is not necessarily visible in the spatial and temporal 
variations of zonal currents. 

[i6] Figure 10 demonstrates the opposite spatial pattern 
of the surface wind anomaly during 2004 and 2008. 
A strong convergence (divergence) of surface winds in the 
equatorial region and a cyclonic (anticyclonic) wind pattern 
in the western Pacific north of the equator are evident in 
2004 (2008). Ekman pumping velocity anomalies in the 
western Pacific around 10°N are consistent with the SSH 
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Figure 10.   Yearly mean SST and surface wind (arrows) anomalies for (a) 2004 and (b) 2008. The rec- 
tangles in Figure 10b are the areas used to calculate EMI2 (see text for the definition). 

and circulation anomalies east of the Philippines (Figure 11). 
This suggests that surface wind anomalies associated with 
anomalous SSTs in the tropical western and central Pacific 
generate cyclonic and anticyclonic ocean circulation 
anomalies in the western Pacific north of the equator through 
the changes in wind stress curl. This anomalous wind stress 
curl further impacts anomalous currents through Straits west 
of the Philippines, as SSH anomalies east of the Philippines 
are generally associated with circulation anomalies in the 
Philippine Archipelago [Metzger andHurlburt, 1996; Hurlburt 
et al, 2011]. A previous modeling study suggests that 
remotely forced Rossby waves may also influence interan- 
nual SSH variability in this region during ENSO events in 
addition to local wind forcing [Tozuka et al, 2002]. Further 
modeling studies are necessary to identify the contributions 
of remote forcing to the SSH variations during ENSO 
Modoki. 

[n] To confirm the air-sea interaction processes 
described previously, we define a new index that represents 
the SST gradient in the western and central Pacific. The EMI 
[Ashok et al, 2007] is defined as 

Ekman Pumping Velocity Anomaly 6N-15N 

EMI = [SST]A - 0.5[SST]B - 0.5[SST]C, 

UOE   HOE   150E   160E   170E    180    170VV   160W 

Figure 11. Ekman pumping velocity anomaly averaged 
over 6°N-15°N in 2004 (red line) and 2008 (blue line). 
QSCAT winds are used to calculate the Ekman pumping 
velocity. 
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Table 1. Correlation Coefficients Between SSH Anomalies in the 
Western Pacific (125°E-145°E, 2.5°N-17.5°N), EMI2, EMI, and 
Nifio3 SST Anomaly 

Correlation Coefficient 

West Pacific SSH versus EM12 0.88 
West Pacific SSH versus Niiio3 SST 0.71 
West Pacific SSH versus EMI 0.66 
Nifio3 SST versus EMI2 0.67 
Nino3 SST versus EMI 0.19 

where [SST]A, [SST]B) and [SST]C are the average SST 
anomalies over regions A (165°E-140°W, 10°S-10°N), B 
(110°W-70°W, 15°S-5°N), and C (125°E-145°E, 10°S- 
20°N), respectively. Here the new index, EMI2, is defined as 

EMI2 = [SST]A - 0.5[SST]C, 

where the second term, which represents the contribution of 
anomalous SST in the eastern Pacific, is removed from EMI. 
EMI2 is well correlated with the western Pacific SSH anomaly 
(r = 0.88), indicating that the anomalous circulation east of the 
Philippines is strongly related to the SST gradient in the 
western and central Pacific. As Nino3 SST is relatively well 
correlated with EMI2, the western Pacific SSH anomaly is 
significantly correlated with Nino3 SST as well (Table 1). 
However, EMI2 is much lower than the average, and the 
western Pacific SSH anomalies show large positive values 
during the strong La Nina Modoki event in 2008, while Nifio3 
SST is near normal most of the time during the event. EMI is 
well correlated with the western Pacific SSH after 2000 (Figure 
12), but EMI is normal during the 1997 El Nino event because 
of the stronger warming in the eastern Pacific as well as a large 
SST gradient in the western and central Pacific. This suggests 
that the SST anomaly in the eastern Pacific does not have a 
direct influence on the circulation in the western Pacific north 
of the equator. 

4.    Discussion 

[is] While the analysis demonstrates the important role of 
equatorial surface wind forcing in generating the divergent 
pattern of zonal current anomaly during La Nina Modoki 
events, the current pattern during a traditional La Nina event 
cannot be well explained as a direct response to local winds. 
For example, a quick reversal of equatorial zonal current 
anomaly across the entire equatorial Pacific occurs in late 
1997, an event followed by the transition from a traditional 
El Nino to La Nina 5 months later. However, the zonal 
winds do not show such a reversal during this period. The 
mechanism of transition between the ENSO warm and cold 
events is suggested by many previous studies [e.g., Schopf 
and Suarez, 1988; Weisberg and Wang, 1997; Picaut 
et al, 1997; Jin, 1997; Wang, 2001; Kessler, 2002] (see 
also Wang and Picaut [2004] and Chang et al. [2006] for 
reviews). A variety of oceanic and atmospheric processes 
such as the changes of Sverdrup transport due to off- 
equatorial winds [Jin, 1997] and the propagation and reflec- 
tion of equatorial waves [Schopf and Suarez, 1988; Picaut 
et al, 1997] are involved in some of these ENSO theories. 
Accordingly, upper ocean current variations associated with 
ENSO and ENSO Modoki events may be determined by a 

combination of different equatorial and off-equatorial oce- 
anic and atmospheric processes. However, most previous 
theories focus mainly on explaining SST, thermocline depth, 
and wind variations associated with ENSO, and the basin- 
scale variation of upper ocean currents is not a major com- 
ponent of the theories. Further observational and modeling 
studies that focus on processes directly relevant to the surface 
current variations are needed to fully establish the theory of 
ENSO and ENSO Modoki. 

[19] The analyses indicate that strong anticyclonic 
(cyclonic) circulation anomalies in the western Pacific east 
of Philippines are evident during La Nina (El Nino) Modoki. 
These  circulation   anomalies   off the   Philippines   could 

a 
EMI2, Nino3 SST, West Pac. SSH 

1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 

EMI vs. West Pac. SSH 

1994   1996  1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 

Figure 12. (a) Time series of EMI2 (green line, see text for 
the definition), SSH anomalies (blue line) averaged over 
125°E-145°E, 2.5°N-17.5°N (rectangle in Figure lb), and 
Nino3 (150°W-90°W, 5°N-5°S) SST anomalies (red line). 
Time series are normalized by their standard deviations, and 
linear trends are removed. The sign of the SSH anomalies is 
changed for the comparison, (b) Time series of EMI (green 
line, see text for the definition) and SSH (blue line) 
anomalies averaged over 125°E-145°E and 2.5°N-17.5°N 
(the rectangle in Figure lb). Time series are normalized by 
their standard deviations, and linear trends are removed. The 
sign of the SSH anomalies is changed for the comparison. 
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West Pac. SST vs. SSH 

1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 

Central Pac. SST vs. SSH 

-1.5- 

1994   '996  1993 2000  2002  2004  2006  2008 

Figure 13. (a) Time series of SSH (blue line) and SST (red 
line) anomalies averaged over 125°E-145°E and 2.5°N- 
17.5°N (the rectangle in Figure lb). Time series are nor- 
malized by their standard deviations. The sign of SSH and 
SST is changed for the consistency with Figure 12. (b) Same 
as Figure 13a except for the area 165°E-140°W and 10°S- 
10°N, and the sign of the anomalies is not changed. 

influence SST in the western Pacific, which in turn may 
affect the atmospheric circulation. Here we further discuss 
the possible feedback mechanisms associated with La Nina 
Modoki. Figure 13a shows time series of SSH and SST 
anomalies east of the Philippines. The SST is significantly 
correlated with SSH (r = 0.66), suggesting that the circu- 
lation anomalies and the associated anomalous upper ocean 
structure could influence the SST in this region. A deeper 
thermocline associated with the anticyclonic circulation 
during La Nina Modoki events tends to generate warmer 
SST anomalies. The weakening of the Mindanao Current 
may also contribute to the anomalously warm SST. The SST 
anomaly in the central equatorial Pacific is also significantly 
correlated with the SSH anomaly (Figure 13b; r = 0.68), 
suggesting that anomalous easterlies in this region during La 
Nina Modoki may enhance SST cooling through the equa- 
torial upwelling [Ashok et al, 2007]. The increase of SST 
off the Philippines and the decrease of SST in the central 

Pacific through oceanic processes then result in the larger 
SST difference between the western and central Pacific. The 
large SST gradient could further enhance the atmospheric 
circulation, which is associated with the negative wind stress 
curl anomalies around 10°N in the western Pacific. The 
anticyclonic ocean circulation then becomes stronger due to 
the wind stress curl, and thus, these processes could provide 
a positive feedback mechanism in the western and central 
Pacific. 

[20] These air-sea feedback mechanisms may be affected 
by a variety of oceanic and atmospheric processes during 
different time periods. Although SST and SSH off the 
Philippines are moderately correlated, the circulation 
anomalies do not always seem to have a significant impact 
on SST. For example, the SST in this region is near normal 
during 2003, while the SSH anomaly is negative in asso- 
ciation with the anomalous cyclonic circulation (Figure 13a). 
These discrepancies suggest an influence by other factors, 
including shorter time scale variability such as the MJO and 
interaction with the seasonal cycle. 

[21] A number of processes could also be involved in the 
generation of anomalous wind stress curl in the western 
Pacific [e.g., Zhang et al, 1996; Wang and Zhang, 2002; 
Feng et al, 2010]. The sea level pressure gradient associ- 
ated with the SST gradient during La Nina Modoki may 
initially drive southeasterly winds in the western Pacific 
north of the equator [e.g., Lindzen and Nigam, 1987]. 
Changes of diabatic heating associated with SST anomalies 
could also induce similar wind anomalies [e.g., Gill, 1980; 
Zhang and Krishnamurti, 1996]. These winds could be 
influenced by the land topography of the Philippine Archi- 
pelago and convection around the Maritime Continent. Also, 
winds and SST at higher latitudes may affect the anomalous 
anticyclonic atmospheric circulation through tropical - 
extratropical interaction. A thorough investigation of oce- 
anic, atmospheric, and land processes and their interactions 
in this region is thus needed to fully understand the feedback 
mechanisms associated with ENSO Modoki. 

5.   Summary 
[22] During ENSO cold events (La Nina), a prominent 

cooling of SST is generally observed in the central equa- 
torial Pacific, while the maximum SST anomaly is observed 
near the eastern boundary during ENSO warm events 
(El Nino). Because of this asymmetry in the SST anomaly 
pattern between the warm and cold events, it is difficult to 
clearly distinguish the two types of La Nina from the spatial 
pattern of SST. In this study, we have distinguished La Nina 
Modoki events, like those that occurred in 2000 and 2008, 
from other La Nina events by using surface current data. 
During La Nina Modoki events, a divergence of zonal 
currents in the equatorial Pacific is observed near the 
dateline, which is opposite to surface current anomalies 
during El Nino Modoki events (e.g., the 2004 event). Thus, 
unlike canonical El Nino/La Nina, the spatial pattern of both 
surface currents and SST is antisymmetric for El Nino/ 
La Nina Modoki. For traditional El Nino/La Nina, the surface 
current anomaly pattern is antisymmetric, and is character- 
ized by eastward/westward current anomalies across the 
entire tropical Pacific, while the SST anomaly pattern exhibits 
the asymmetry described previously. 
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[23] Anomalous circulations east of the Philippines are 
associated with the anomalous SST gradient in the central 
and western tropical Pacific and wind stress curl in the 
western Pacific. A strong SST gradient, associated with a 
cold anomaly in the central Pacific, is generally observed 
during both La Nina and La Nina Modoki events and can 
generate negative wind stress curl anomalies in the western 
tropical Pacific north of the equator. Hence, the anomalous 
anticyclonic circulation near the coast of the Philippines, 
which is associated with the strong SST gradient in the 
central and western Pacific, is observed during the 2008 La 
Nina Modoki event even though Nino3 SST is near normal. 

[24] Because of the limited (19 year) record of satellite 
altimeter data, we could currently identify only three La Nina 
Modoki events based on the spatial pattern of surface cur- 
rents. Yet these analyses demonstrate that the 1999, 2000, 
and 2008 cold events are clearly different from other La Nina 
events. Although much longer SST records are available, 
significant cold SST anomalies in the central Pacific near the 
dateline are found during both types of cold events, and thus, 
both canonical El Nino (e.g., Nino3.4 SST) and El Nifio 
Modoki (EMI) indices are not effective in distinguishing 
between them. Our results suggest that surface currents 
during La Nina would be useful in efforts to examine 
changes in the characteristics of cold events in recent years. 
A longer time series is needed for future reanalysis of the 
results in this study. 
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